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It is undoubtedly superstitious to say that poets reared on islands have a degree of consanguinity 
because their geographical margin is defined by the ocean. It would be equally outrageous to 
suggest, as I’m about to do, that island-poets incline towards micro-metaphors because of the 
shared sense of physical containment or that, paradoxically, they soar hyper-metaphorically 
beyond the sea’s margins for the same reason, voyaging abroad in ways that imply a 
deculturation of the particular. 
Superstition? Maybe. A feature of Syd Harrex’s poetry? Certainly. To focus narrowly on 
that which is enclosed because the sea throws one back solidly on oneself, to range beyond 
oneself because the same sea pulses beyond that particular, inviting the consciousness to extend 
itself on a liquid map, is a recurring paradox in Harrex’s verse. He knows that an island implies 
itself as well as other islands, both in the historical and spatial senses, and it is this knowledge 
that gives his verse a depth of detail and that quality of abroadness which is disliked by critics 
fossicking for a distinctive cultural or national or ethnic stamp. Harrex is deeply suspicious of 
narrow labels and of bards and critics who discover in each other’s myopia some kind of 
commendable national signature. This is what separates him from most Australian poets, and 
this is precisely why such a stunning sonnet-sequence as ‘Atlantis,’ collected in his first book 
Atlantis and Other Islands, has been neglected by his compatriots. 
‘Atlantis’ not only renovates the sonnet form, but does extreme violence to it, a violence 
that redefines the ancient quest for love, unity, meaning in terms of an eruptive present. The old 
forms cannot exist in the present as they were, but must explode like volcanoes and be 
resculptured by the temperamental flow of lava. Harrex’s ‘lava-risk’ pays off as the sonnet form 
metamorphoses into an unrealised version of itself even as we dimly perceive the negative of its 
classical origins. But that is not where it ends; in fact, the form implies a postcoloniality that is 
capable of supporting Bombay hotels with Grecian columns, or Athenian hovels with Hoysala 
columns. Every place is an island, a beginning, in which other places, islands and beginnings are 
necessarily implicated, so that the person who stays in a ‘wholemeal suburb’ and abides with 
The Times and listens to Haydn is as valid in his enisledness as is the decrier of the class system, 
or the lover tormented by his beloved’s absence. In this way, the sonnet form becomes an island 
– and the sequence a series of islands – admitting all kinds of flotsam while yielding, gradually, 
to the shaping agency of the vast and shapeless ocean, which becomes a symbolic extension of 
all humanity. 
Atlantis would be a hard act to follow for any poet, and Harrex’s new collection entitled 
Inside Out is, generally speaking, not as strong as his first book. It has, however, the same 
uncompromising quality of enisledness and abroadness and the mark of a poet who turns every 
circumstance – tragic, comic or indifferent – into an event that no epicurean can, or would dare 
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to, overlook. Harrex’s capacity for empathetic wonder leads him to foreground the tactile over 
the optical, so that an elemental bush fire is rendered in terms that suggest, at one and the same 
time, gastronomic triumph and animalistic defeat: 
 
Flames love the fat 
of the land, its wheat fur, 
when the bush is a lather 
of heat and sweats buckets 
like broken-in horses. 
‘Walking Out in the Clare Valley’ (10-18) 
 
Clare Valley has been visited by the poet on many occasions, but he writes as if struck by the 
presence of the unfamiliar in the familiar. This is perhaps because for him renewal, like the 
notion of return, is suggestive of mutation in recovery rather than any simple backtracking to an 
earlier pristine state. 
Harrex writes of being islanded and islanding out, of looking within and without, of 
swagging through the bush and venturing abroad, even when this abroad is ominously final in its 
implication: 
 
How tenuous, trifling, this my life-time: 
human story expunged like esplanades 
of stars, mutated from four elements ... 
‘Near Windmill Beach, Cape Willoughby’ (61) 
 
Give Harrex the sonnet form and he’ll show you a brilliant poem; I can think of very few poets 
who can capture, as skilfully, the form’s volatile genius to suit the cramped, cluttered, colliding 
moments of our dying century. 
This is not to say that Inside Out fails to range beyond the sonnet form. It certainly does and 
with a success that must be attributed to Harrex’s capacity for treating histories, places, forms 
and events as islands which are – explicitly or implictly, pragmatically or mystically – linked to 
the breathing, moving island of the single human person who ‘has only one / life’s chance of 
being heard’ (‘Walking Out in the Clare Valley’). To be heard in different ways, in different 
forms, to address different audiences and histories as a way of emphasising the dubious 
individualism of the monad is one of the central concerns of this volume. Humanity inherits 
humanity; it is the monad’s obsession with ethnicity, raw (martial, economic) power, 
marginalising knowledge-forms that generates difference and invites opposition, establishing a 
counter monad. In all this humanity stands disinherited. When Harrex uses forms from other 
cultures, as he does in ‘Five Tamil Flowers,’ it is to express one aspect of his inheritance, and 
not because he desires to score polemical points in arguments about postcoloniality; or when he 
paints a compassionate portrait of a West Indian marginalised by the neo-colonial structures of 
his own society, as he does in ‘Sporting Fixture,’ he doesn’t presume to speak for him, as might 
posturing trendies. Harrex names him certainly, but in a way that makes us aware that he 
questions the emptiness of his strategy, that while his own humanity may intersect with 
another’s, there remains an area of darkness that the latter can only illumine. Humanity connects 
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islands but it also inscapes them in a way that makes us the onlookers who, in order to 
understand, need to observe and listen rather than speak and judge. So it is that Wilson Harris 
speaks for the West Indies, not Syd Harrex: 
 
So it is you who says and asks: 
the symbol is never what it seems 
have you been chosen by the wrong word? 
‘Walking the Waterfall at Ocho Rios’ (34) 
 
There is much more in this volume than I have numbered: clever imagism, sardonic asides, 
valedictory pieces, metaphoric fireworks (that would invite Walcott’s envy), island sketches, 
reflective lyricism and perspectival shifts – this last embodied in what is the strongest poem in 
the collection, ‘Inside Out:’ 
 
And, 
and all this world and anti-world, 
our truth and mirror reality, 
are inside out 
exactly as they were meant to be. 
‘Inside Out’ (pp. 69-70) 
 
Harrex is presently working on a Bradmanian ton of sonnets; if he pulls this one off, it would be 
difficult – even from Australians – to ignore his very original contributions to literature. 
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